Rephasing and non-rephasing two-dimensional coherent spectra map the anti-crossing associated with normal-mode splitting in a semiconductor microcavity. For a 12-meV detuning range near zero detuning, it is observed that there are two diagonal features related to the intra-action of exciton-polariton branches and two off-diagonal features related to coherent interaction between the polaritons. At negative detuning, the lineshape properties of the diagonal intra-action features are distinguishable and can be associated with cavity-like and exciton-like modes. A biexcitonic companion feature is observed, shifted from the exciton feature by the biexciton binding energy.
Semiconductor microcavities supporting exciton-polaritons 1,2 are used in optoelectronic application [3] [4] [5] and provide a platform for exploring exotic coherent physical phenomena.
6-14
The normal-mode coupling between the photonic cavity mode (γ) and the exciton resonance (X) enhances both the linear and nonlinear optical interactions. 15 Transient four-wave mixing (FWM) confirm that strong exciton-cavity interactions modify the temporal behavior of the coherent response and many-body Coulomb correlations determine the exact dynamics, 16 which affects dissipation 7, 17, 18 and coherent control. 19, 20 Biexciton-polaritons also contribute to the overall emission signal, even through the biexciton binding energy is only slightly altered by the cavity.
21,22
Multidimensional coherent spectroscopy (MDCS) is based on and supersedes FWM. At optical frequencies, MDCS has been utilized to study various semiconductor nanostructures.
23-29
This technique retains both time and frequency resolution, is able to unambiguously distinguish a variety of quantum pathways (including those with non-radiative steps), 30 and can separate homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. 31 To date, two-quantum, and higher-order, 32 coherent spectra have shown that many-body interactions dominate the signals, including a contribution from bound biexcitons for excitation with the correct polarization configuration.
Despite the extensive fundamental and applied studies of microcavity exciton-polaritons, the anti-crossing has not been systematically mapped using MDCS. In this paper, normalmode splitting of a semiconductor microcavity and the associated exciton-polariton branches are mapped using rephasing and non-rephasing two-dimensional coherent spectroscopy (2DCS). This study is performed over a range of energy detuning (∆ = E γ − E X ) near the anti-crossing, where E γ and E X correspond the cavity-mode and exciton-mode energies respectively. The detuning-dependence of spectral features, related to intra-action (diagonal features) of and interaction (off-diagonal features) between polariton branches, informs us about the coupling between the cavity and excitonic or biexcitonic modes. For example, a contribution from a bound biexciton is isolated at negative detuning, which is convolved with the off-diagonal features at positive detuning and strongly modulates their relative amplitudes.
The experimental setup is described fully elsewhere. 33 In brief, the laser source is a modelocked Ti:Sapphire oscillator that produces 100-fs pulses. A MONSTR is used to create and phase control four identical pulses arranged on the corners of a box. As shown in Fig. 1 , three pulses impinge the microcavity sample, which resides in an optical cryostation at the focus and crossing point of the beams. A tracer (Tr) beam is used for alignment and blocked for the FWM and 2DCS measurements. All measurements are performed in the third-order nonlinear optical regime, excited with average powers of 0.2 − 0.7 mW per beam. In a thirdorder perturbation excitation scheme, the signal is generated from interaction by all three excitation pulses. The excitation sequence is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 : the first pulse creates a coherent superposition between the ground and excited states, the second pulse then creates a population in either the ground or excited state, and the third pulse converts the population into a radiating polarization. This polarization is emitted as a transient FWM signal, which is collected in transmission mode and directed to a spectrometer and CCD camera.
The microcavity sample (denoted NMC73) was grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a GaAs substrate. ∆, is determined for each spectrum by modeled the data using
where E VRS is the vacuum Rabi splitting, a measure of the coupling between the optical field and the excitons. It is found that E VRS = 3.1 ± 0.1 meV and E X = 1491.3 ± 0.03 meV, which both agree well with results on similar structures. 4 the in-plane momentum.
34
For 2DCS measurements, the transient FWM is collected in the spectrometer along with a phase-stabilized local oscillator (LO) pulse, such that complex spectra can be recorded by spectral interferometry. Spectra are acquired for a range of time delays, τ , scanned in phasestabilized increments. A numerical Fourier transform is performed to convert τ to ω τ . If the conjugate pulse A * is scanned backward in time (toward the sample), the time-ordering results in the phase-matching condition
photon echo for inhomogeneously broadened systems. This method records a rephasing 2D spectrum, S I (−ω τ , T, ω t ), wherein the diagonal ( ω τ = ω t ) of the plot is towards the lower right corner, due to the numerical choice of the emission photon energy. Rephasing spectra allow for the separation of homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths. Alternatively, if pulse B is scanned instead of pulse A * , then the phase matching becomes
and the spectrum is non-rephasing, S II (ω τ , T, ω t ). Hence, only amplitude spectra are shown.
In Fig. 3(a) where the mirror reflectivity results in a narrower cavity than bare exciton linewidth.
37
Collinear polarization in 2DCS allows for excitation to the biexciton (XX) states. 38 For bound biexcitons, binding energy acts to shift the XX feature laterally from the X-like mode in the emission energy, ω t . This feature is only observed for negative detuning, from which the XX binding energy is determined to be ∼ 1.88 meV. The cross-diagonal linewidth 6 is almost identical to that for the X-like mode, which is expected because the quantum pathway that creates the XX feature is a two-step excitation via the exciton. Hence, the linewidth projected on the absorption energy, − ω τ , should be identical to that for the exciton. The linewidth projection onto ω t may be a little wider (tilting the feature away from the diagonal), depending on the degree of correlation of the exciton and biexciton states. 39, 40 In this case, the exciton and its biexciton are parallel and are highly correlated.
Non-rephasing, S II , are presented for comparison, showing very similar results to S I spectra across the entire detuning range. S II spectra typically have slightly weaker offdiagonal features, as is observed here. Otherwise, the two diagonal intra-action, two offdiagonal interaction and biexciton features are all observed as discussed above. 
